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Underground metro station "George V" (7)
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People waiting for the metro at Georges V metro station who has been renamed after Queen Elizabeth II to honour the British monarch on the day of her funeral in Paris, Monday, Sept. 19, 2022. (AP Photo/Michel Euler)
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A commuter walks past a sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" which is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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A sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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Commuters walk past a sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" which is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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A commuter walks past a sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" which is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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Commuters walk past a sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" which is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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Commuters walk past a sign in the Parisian underground metro station "George V" which is temporarily replaced with placard reading "Elizabeth II 1926-2022", in the Parisian Metro station George V, in Paris, on September 19, 2022. - Parisian metro operator RATP is temporarily renaming its "George V" metro station to "Elizabeth II" for one day, to coincide with the state funeral of the late queen, on September 19, 2022. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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